


who we are
Advanced Entry is one of the nation’s top-leading Visitor Management Systems.
Driven by the latest industry innovations, we are on a mission to forge new paths 

and deliver game-changing solutions that make our world a better place.

the problem

the solution

Millions of facilities are insufficiently protected from the outside world. This 
leads to a steady stream of potential illnesses and unsavory characters to freely 

infiltrate public properties.

At Advanced Entry,  we work closely with our clients to discover how we can create 
a perfect customized solution that fosters a safe and cooperative environment, 

and puts them at the forefront of their designated industry.



The Industries

Business EntertainmentHealth 
Hospitals  

Nursing Homes
Medical Centers

Office Buildings
Manufacturing Plants

Restaurants

Stadiums
Clubs

Theaters 

Institutions TourismPublic Facilities
Public Events

Weddings
Schools 

Colleges and Universities
Synagogues

Churches

Hotels
Museums

Parks





Expand your possibilities
The Device

Temperature Sensor
Utilizing contact-less 
technology, Advanced Entry 
monitors the temperature 
of all individuals that 
register on the device.

Facial Recognition 
Using intelligent 
software, the device
processes the facial 
features of all visitors
and staff members 
before they
enter the facility.

Alert System
Advanced Entry can be  
programmed to send various
notifications, including alerts 
to overstaying visitors & 
warnings to people that have 
possibly been exposed.

Badge Printing 
A self-sufficient printer 
issues badges to all visitors, 
with all their information 
noticeably displayed.

Payroll Integration 
Allows clients to integrate 
contact-less time-tracking of 
staff members, that are linked 
to their payroll system.

Fining Capabilities 
Limit visitation rights or
issue fines to enforce
your facility’s protocol.

Visitor Log 
Retain all visitor data 
on a convenient and 
customized web portal 
that stores information 
for future reference.

Database Integration
Sync your employee database 
and customize questionnaires/ 
requirements such as swab 
testing or recent travels. 

Contact Tracing 
Join the contact tracing 
community to create an 
engaged protective force. 



 The Difference
Advanced Entry gives your facility, school or shop 

an added edge. 

Organized Visitor Management 
Encourage visitation with a seamless and easy system that keeps all informed at all times. 

Improved Operations 
Stay on top of daily operations with advanced tracking and reporting. 

Simplified Registration Process 
Cut registration time down to a fraction with quick screening and the pre-registration system.  

Proactive Precautions 
Stay ahead of the curve by taking the measures to create safety before the crisis. 

Advanced Security 
Cut the work of your security team with the facial recognition of every person who enters the premises.



" We installed Advanced Entry in our ten nursing homes and the 
results are incredible. All patients, staff and visitors can feel the 
secure environment that we Advanced Entry helped us create. "

David Stern, Nursing Home Administrator 



 info@advancedentry.com  • 888.88 ENTRY (3-6879)


